The Circle is Now Complete
The circle is now complete. When asked if he would apologize for saying something
about Romney that turned out to be a lie, Harry Reid replied, “He lost, didn’t he?.” This
should have been a warning that no longer is it an ideological difference between
Democrats and Republicans about preserving and fostering our way of life. Rather, it is
a fundamentally different view of America and its government. The Democratic view
seems to be their view is correct with no room for disagreement let alone debate and
that view is to be applied regardless of the means. Further, anyone who disagrees with
this view is any number of slurs from racist to deplorable.
Since their view is correct, any means necessary to implement it are acceptable.
So if the people elect a President who does not hold that view, he must be removed.
And, whatever it takes to remove him is acceptable. Two attempts to do that were not
successful.
So, the next step is to make sure that President is not reelected and that is where
we are today. There appears to be mounting evidence that the same sort of dishonesty
that was used in the attempted overthrow of the President was used to deny his
reelection.
And to complete the circle, the Democrats are now asking for unity. But the price
for this unity is enormous. We, the American people, must agree to ignore their
dishonesty over the last four years, ignore the dishonesty in the current election, agree
to dismantle the good works of the last four years or keep them and credit the
Democrats and, most of all, be quiet about it.
The question is, do the American people and their leaders have the will to not
accept this price. Do we have the will to confront the Democrats with their dishonesty?
Or will we gentlemanly revert to energy dependence by shifting to rudimentary
technology prematurely when there are years of proven technology still available that
can carry us until the new technology is mature, restore Iran’s grip on its neighbors,
hobble our own economy and in many other ways slide back into the give away of
America that characterized the Obama years?

